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Motion Name:  e Eating Card  

 

Background: 
The current situation, include any relevant information about the issue. 

1. During peak lunch hours, the queuing is long at university cafes/refectories for 

students and staff to be served, which could be partly attributed to the slower 

payment methods used by either cash or debit cards.  

2. Queuing is an ineffective use of time, which causes students or lectures having to 

rush between their classes. Or, they might choose not to eat if it is taking too long 

to buy food, which raises health implications.  

3. Longer time to serve per customer might also mean lost sales potentially, leading 

to less revenue generated by the university catering division.   
 

Purpose: 
If the motion is successful, what do you want to achieve? What’s your vision for the future? 

1. Queues at lunch hours would be largely shortened, leading to time saving for 

students and staff.  

2. Sales revenue increases at cafes/refectories due to more customers served within 

the same time window.   

3. A much more convenient and pleasant campus experience is created for students 

and staff, leading to higher student satisfaction rate and ultimately better university 

ranking in the league table.  

 

Action: 
How are we going to make your vision happen? 

1. Seek help from IT service to incorporate eating credit top-up in students’ Ucard 

2. Ask university to procure and distribute compatible eating-card-readers on 

university-wide cafes, refectories or restaurants.  

3. Encourage students and staff to switch to eating card by offering discounts on 

items bought with Eating card, through sending emails to inform them of the new 

card  

 

Proposed by: 

 

Your first and last name: Danhui Zhang (Danni) 
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